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ABSTRACT
Although host radiation allows a parasite to expand its ecological niche, traits governing the infection

of multiple host types can decrease fitness in the original or alternate host environments. Reasons for this
reduction in fitness include slower replication due to added genetic material or modifications, fitness
trade-offs across host environments, and weaker selection resulting from simultaneous adaptation to
multiple habitats. We examined the consequences of host radiation using vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)
and mammalian host cells in tissue culture. Replicate populations of VSV were allowed to evolve for 100
generations on the original host (BHK cells), on either of two novel hosts (HeLa and MDCK cells), or
in environments where the availability of novel hosts fluctuated in a predictable or random way. As
expected, each experimental population showed a substantial fitness gain in its own environment, but
those evolved on new hosts (constant or fluctuating) suffered reduced competitiveness on the original
host. However, whereas evolution on one novel host negatively correlated with performance on the
unselected novel host, adaptation in fluctuating environments led to fitness improvements in both novel
habitats.

HOST radiation allows a parasite to expand its eco- 3. Because simultaneous adaptation to different habi-
logical niche by adapting to one or more novel tats exposes only a fraction of a generalist lineage to

hosts. Niche expansion can reduce competition (Futu- any given habitat, its response to selection in one
yma and Moreno 1988; Rainey and Travisano 1998), habitat is weaker than that of a specialist lineage
allowing access to a greater diversity of resources (hosts) confined to the habitat.
when competing to produce progeny. But the evolution

The specialist lineage is thus predicted to evolve fasterof traits that produce generalist lineages that can infect
than the generalist lineage (Whitlock 1996). For theseveral hosts may be costly to an individual parasite for
same reason, generalists are more prone to fitness re-several reasons:
duction due to accumulation of mutations that are dele-

1. Whereas rapid replication is generally advantageous terious in some habitats but neutral (or nearly neutral)
(because more progeny are produced per infection in others (Kawecki 1994, 1998). This cost would occur
or parallel infections are faster established), the abil- even when performance in different habitats is affected
ity to infect multiple hosts may involve added genetic by different nonoverlapping loci (absence of trade-offs).
material or modifications. Therefore, a slower-repli- Viruses radiate by expanding their host range, which
cating generalist could be competitively disadvan- is the cellular environments where a virus produces
taged on the original host (for examples, see Ebert progeny. Host range may be described in terms of host
1998). genotype, host species, target cell (tissues) within a host,

2. Theories of ecological specialization generally assume or even the ability to overcome different antivirals or
that adaptations to different habitats are antagonis- nonspecific immune responses. Even closely related vi-
tic; alleles beneficial in one habitat impair perfor- ruses can have very different host ranges. For example,
mance in others and this drives species to specialize influenza A infects many species of birds and mammals
(Levins 1968). Hence, traits advantageous on the (including whales, pigs, and humans), whereas influ-
novel host may trade off with competitive ability on enza B is generally restricted to humans (Kingsbury
the original or alternate hosts (Gould 1979; Olmsted 1991). Both A and B generate variability through seg-
et al. 1984; Fry 1990). ment reassortment when multiple viruses coinfect the

same cell, but A is highly variable in its forms of surface
glycoproteins, which presumably allows it to switch easily
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BHK cells are maintained in our laboratory and the HeLaet al. 2000). Hence, viral attenuation (weakening) via
and MDCK cells were obtained from the European Collectionpassage on a novel host is the typical strategy employed
of Cell Cultures (ECACC).

to develop live vaccines, which can elicit an immune Media and culture conditions: Cell monolayers were grown
response without inducing disease (Bull 1994; Ebert in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s minimum essential medium

(DMEM) containing either 5% heat-inactivated newborn bo-1998). Less explored is whether adaptation of viruses
vine calf serum and 0.06% protease peptone 3 (BHK) or 10%to one novel host allows them to better compete on an
heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (HeLa and MDCK). Cellsalternate novel host (e.g., Weaver et al. 1999), that is,
were grown to a density of z105 cells/cm2 in 25-cm2 plastic

whether the fitness improvement is solely beneficial on flasks for infections, or in 100-cm2 dishes for routine mainte-
the selected host or, alternatively, permits increased per- nance. Cells were incubated at 378, 95% relative humidity,

and 5% CO2 atmosphere.formance on an unselected novel host as well. Also intri-
Cell monolayers were infected at a multiplicity of infectionguing is whether simultaneous adaptation to multiple

of 0.01 viruses per cell to avoid the appearance of defective-novel hosts poses a greater challenge to viruses than
interfering particles characteristic of high-multiplicity infec-

adaptation to each novel host alone (Weaver et al. tions with VSV (Horodyski et al. 1983). Viral particles were
1999). enumerated by plaque assays using confluent cell monolayers

under DMEM solidified with 0.7% agarose. Differential quan-This study examines questions about the costs associ-
titation of genetically marked MARM clones and total virusated with host radiation in a model RNA virus, vesicular
was done by parallel platings in the presence and absence ofstomatitis virus (VSV). When replicate virus populations
I1-mAb in the agarose overlay, respectively.

are allowed to evolve on a novel host, is there systematic Experimental populations: A single clone of MARM C was
evidence this weakens their ability to compete on the used to found four replicate populations in each of five treat-

ments: BHK (B), HeLa (H), MDCK (M), correlated-fluctuat-original host? Are viruses evolved on one novel host
ing HeLa-MDCK (CF), and random-fluctuating HeLa-MDCKadvantaged (or disadvantaged) when competing on an
(RF). The CF treatment featured alternating passages on HeLaunselected novel host? Are viruses that adapt in fluctu-
and MDCK cells, whereas a random number generator de-

ating host environments disadvantaged relative to vi- cided fluctuation in the RF treatment. At the start of the
ruses that evolve on only a single host? experiment, each population was allowed to infect an over-

night monolayer of the particular host. After 45 min incuba-
tion to allow virus adsorption, excess virus was removed and
each mixture was incubated for an additional 47 hr. TheMATERIALS AND METHODS
propagation cycle was repeated using a diluted sample of the
resultant viral progeny and a newly grown host monolayer. AViruses and host cells: The VSV (family Rhabdoviridae) ge-
total of 25 cycles were conducted for each population. Thenome is a single-stranded RNA molecule of negative polarity
48-hr transfer cycle ensured that the slower-growing non-BHKand z11 kb, organized into five genes and a small 39 noncod-
populations attained stationary densities. By passage five, weing region (Wagner 1991). VSV has been widely used as a
observed that all populations reached stationary density atmodel in RNA virus evolution (Elena et al. 2000; Moya et al.
24 hr; but, for consistency, the 48-hr cycle was maintained2000) and provides a good system to explore the evolution
throughout the experiment. Each cycle represents approxi-of host radiation. Its characteristics include short generation
mately four generations of viral evolution (Miralles et al.times and extremely high rates of spontaneous mutation
2000). Therefore, each experiment proceeded for z100 gen-(z1023–1025 substitutions per nucleotide and round of repli-
erations. Following daily propagation, a sample from eachcation; Drake and Holland 1999). More important, VSV
population was stored in a 2808 freezer for further study.infects a wide range of hosts in nature (including insects and

Competition assays and fitness: We used the fitness assaymammals), but this characteristic has not been fully explored
developed by Holland et al. (1991). A MARM clone (or popu-(Wagner 1991). Cell attachment of VSV is known to be pH-
lation) was mixed 1:1 with wt virus and the mixture was useddependent (Frederickson and Whitt 1998) and may involve
to infect a cell monolayer as described above. Progeny werecommon phospholipids of the cell membrane (e.g., phosphati-
collected after 24 hr (BHK) or 48 hr (MDCK or HeLa), diluteddylserine), but mammalian cells can vary considerably in de-
104-fold, and used to initiate the next competition transfergree of susceptibility to VSV infection (Wagner 1991). Viruses
by infection of a fresh monolayer. At least two competitionin this study were originally derived from the Mudd-Summer
passages were carried out for each fitness estimate. The ratiostrain of the VSV Indiana serotype (hereafter wild type, or
of competitors was determined by plating, which yielded thewt). MARM C (Holland et al. 1991) is a mouse I1-monoclonal
proportion of MARM (pt) to wt (1 2 pt) at passage numberantibody (I1-mAb; VandePol et al. 1986) resistant mutant,
t. The antilogarithm of the slope of the regressioncontaining an Asp259 → Ala substitution in the surface glycopro-

tein (G); this amino acid substitution permits replication of
MARM C under I1-mAb levels that completely neutralize wt. ln

pt

1 2 pt

5 ln
p 0

1 2 p 0

1 t ln W
Three mammalian hosts were used in this study. Baby ham-

ster kidney (BHK) cells, typically used to propagate VSV in is taken as an estimate of the fitness of the MARM competitor
our laboratory, served as the original host, whereas Madin- relative to wt (Elena et al. 1998).
Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells and human epithelial carci-
noma (HeLa) cells served as novel hosts. BHK cells are derived
from fibroblasts, cells that live in the spaces between other

RESULTScells and secrete the proteins of the extracellular matrix
(Adams 1990). The novel hosts are derived from epithelia;

Preliminary measurements: Replicated (n 5 6) assaysMDCK originated from epithelial cells covering the bounding
on BHK showed that the mean fitness of MARM C rela-cavities of canine kidney tubules, and HeLa cells are derived

from tumor tissues of the human cervix (Adams 1990). The tive to wt did not differ significantly from 1.0 (1.051 6
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0.055 SEM; t5 5 0.3480, P 5 0.7420), confirming that 3, HeLa-evolved; n 5 6, MDCK-evolved). Adaptation to
HeLa detracted from competitive ability on BHK, andMARM C is a neutral variant on the original host. For

greater accuracy, we divided this estimate by 1.051 to each population was found to be significantly less fit
than the ancestor (Table 1). Pooling these estimates,normalize the mean fitness of the MARM C ancestor to

1.0; identical scaling was used whenever wt served as the mean fitness of HeLa-adapted viruses was ,1.0 (W 5
0.288 6 0.043; t3 5 7.4837, one-tail P 5 0.0025), withthe common competitor to gauge fitness changes on

BHK. no significant difference among populations (one-way
ANOVA: F3,8 5 0.7020, P 5 0.5769).Use of wt as the common competitor on HeLa and

MDCK was problematic because wt was outcompeted In contrast, data for the M group were more vari-
able; these populations competed very well on BHKby viruses evolved on these hosts: its presence was unde-

tectable after day 1 of our multiday competition assays (Table 1), and populations M1 and M3 still have a fitness
significantly greater than MARM C.(see materials and methods). To circumvent this

problem, we propagated wt for eight passages on HeLa However, a more subtle cost of host radiation is evi-
dent for the M group (Figure 1): the better these virusesand MDCK independently and then isolated a single

clone designated wtH and wtM, respectively. Replicated performed on MDCK, the worse they fared on the origi-
nal host. This negative trend was highly significant(n 5 3) assays yielded mean fitnesses of MARM C relative

to wtH of 0.357 6 0.032 on HeLa and of MARM C relative (Pearson’s correlation with r 5 20.9968, 2 d.f., one-tail
P 5 0.0016); in addition, a nested ANOVA (populationto wtM of 0.414 6 0.027 on MDCK. [These two values

are not significantly different (t4 5 0.2347, P 5 0.8260), within host environment) confirmed that the evolved
host environment strongly affects fitness on BHK (F1,6 5suggesting that the fitness of MARM C is similar in both

novel environments prior to evolution.] We similarly 8.6946, P 5 0.0257). Hence, fitness of HeLa-evolved
viruses agrees with the trade-off hypothesis, whereas aadjusted measurements involving wtH and wtM as above.

Adaptation in simple environments: Viruses evolved subtle (but detectable) cost existed for the MDCK-
evolved viruses.in simple environments (BHK, MDCK, or HeLa) are

expected to increase in fitness relative to the ancestor Fitness in unselected hosts: To test whether adapta-
tion to one novel host is associated with performance(Holland et al. 1991; Clarke et al. 1993; Novella et

al. 1995b; Miralles et al. 1999, 2000). To test this predic- on the unselected novel host, we competed each M
population against wtH on HeLa and each H populationtion, we competed three replicates of each population

against a common competitor (wtM or wtH) at generation against wtM on MDCK, with replication (n 5 3). Results
(Table 1 and Figure 2) showed that all eight evolved100 and compared each dataset to that obtained for

the MARM C ancestor in identical assays. [To compute populations performed worse than the ancestor on the
unselected host. Each of the four H populations showedsignificance levels for these comparisons, we employed

the sequential Bonferroni criterion (Rice 1989)]. significantly lower fitness on MDCK than that of the
MARM C ancestor. In contrast, only one of the M popu-Eleven of 12 populations showed significant increases

in fitness and the lone exception, population B4, was lations (M1) had a significantly lower fitness on HeLa.
However, treating each M population as one observa-marginally not significant (P 5 0.0531). By treating each

B population as a single observation, the grand mean tion, the mean fitness was significantly ,1.0 (W 5
0.472 6 0.056; t3 5 9.4564, one-tail P 5 0.0013), withfitness exceeded 1.0 (W 5 1.934 6 0.127; t3 5 6.3533,

one-tail P 5 0.0039), and no fitness heterogeneity was no significant difference among populations (one-way
ANOVA: F3,8 5 0.1996, P 5 0.8938). A two-way ANOVAdetected among the populations (one-way ANOVA:

F3,20 5 0.6264, P 5 0.6063). Greater overall increases (Table 2) confirmed that the selective environment af-
fects subsequent performance on the unselected host.were observed in the H and M populations (Table 1),

indicating that VSV is not optimally adapted to BHK In particular, the highly significant interaction between
treatment and competition environments promptedand that less margin for improvement exists when the

virus evolves further on its original host. More impor- our conclusion that adaptation to one novel host nega-
tively correlated with fitness on the alternate novel host.tantly, a nested ANOVA (population within host envi-

ronment) showed no significant effect of novel host Adaptation in fluctuating environments: To test
whether adaptation in fluctuating environments is moreenvironments on fitness (F1,6 5 1.6063, P 5 0.2520),

although heterogeneity was detected among replicate costly when viruses grow on the original host, we com-
peted each CF and RF population against wt on BHKpopulations (F6,16 5 3.4891, P 5 0.0212). Thus, we con-

clude that populations in the H and M groups evolved cells with replication (n 5 3). Results (Table 1) showed
that CF and RF populations were less fit than theirsimilarly on their respective novel hosts.

Cost of adaptation in simple environments: We hy- ancestor on BHK, and that the fitness disadvantage was
equal in magnitude to that observed for viruses adaptedpothesized that adaptation to a novel host would de-

crease competitive ability on the original host. To test to HeLa alone. A Tukey’s HSD test (Sokal and Rohlf
1995) confirmed homogeneity among the CF, RF, andthis idea, we competed each H and M population at

generation 100 against wt on BHK, with replication (n 5 H populations (P 5 0.9853), whereas the M populations
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TABLE 1

Mean fitness of evolved populations on three hosts

Strain BHK HeLa MDCK

H1 0.281 6 0.173 * 2.136 6 0.438 * 0.402 6 0.086 *
H2 0.210 6 0.060 * 2.510 6 0.257 * 0.305 6 0.040 *
H3 0.252 6 0.039 * 5.097 6 1.008 * 0.013 6 0.003 *
H4 0.408 6 0.080 * 3.132 6 0.658 * 0.154 6 0.023 *
M1 3.510 6 0.798 0.354 6 0.151 * 3.532 6 0.115 *
M2 1.449 6 0.346 0.488 6 0.260 5.131 6 0.976 *
M3 3.835 6 1.069 0.618 6 0.341 3.229 6 0.604 *
M4 1.528 6 0.251 0.428 6 0.208 5.271 6 0.506 *
CF1 0.097 6 0.021 * 3.301 6 0.224 * 5.179 6 2.339
CF2 0.121 6 0.016 * 4.074 6 0.399 * 6.671 6 0.133 *
CF3 0.261 6 0.102 * 3.038 6 0.585 * 3.963 6 1.044 *
CF4 0.178 6 0.048 * 3.955 6 0.556 * 3.752 6 0.850 *
RF1 0.506 6 0.078 * 3.905 6 0.271 * 8.618 6 2.979 *
RF2 0.301 6 0.286 * 4.164 6 0.820 * 3.028 6 0.214 *
RF3 0.196 6 0.027 * 4.174 6 0.865 * 5.424 6 2.015 *
RF4 0.371 6 0.077 * 4.883 6 0.691 * 4.614 6 0.687 *

Adjusted by dividing by mean fitness of the MARM C ancestor relative to wt (BHK), wtH (HeLa), or wtM

(MDCK). * indicates fitness significantly different from the ancestor (one-tail t -tests; sequential Bonferroni
correction).

were clearly different (P , 0.0001). Figure 1 shows the (Table 1 and Figure 2) showed that each CF and RF
population improved significantly on HeLa cells. Morecomparison between the fitness on the original host and

that attained in multiple novel habitats, where overall importantly, these populations competed as well as vi-
ruses evolved on HeLa alone (Tukey’s HSD: CF, RF,fitness across fluctuating environments was computed

as the geometric mean of fitness values in the HeLa and H group, P 5 0.0765; M group, P , 0.0001). Fitness
gains on MDCK were more variable; one of eight popula-and MDCK environments (Gillespie 1991).

To determine whether evolution in fluctuating host tions (CF1) did not improve significantly on MDCK
(Table 1). However, its mean fitness is second highestenvironments limits viral adaptation, we competed each

derived CF and RF population against wtH on HeLa and among CF populations and the lack of statistical signifi-
cance is likely due to measurement error. Treating eachagainst wtM on MDCK, with replication (n 5 3). Results
CF population as a single replicate, the grand mean is
significantly .1.0 (W 5 4.891 6 0.671; t3 5 5.7950, one-
tail P 5 0.0051), with no significant difference among

Figure 1.—Genetic correlation between fitness on the origi-
nal BHK host and that in novel host environment(s). Each
point represents the mean (6SEM) of replicate measure-
ments. Values for populations evolved in fluctuating environ- Figure 2.—Genetic correlation between fitness on the two

novel hosts (HeLa and MDCK) for the H (d), M (s), CFments (CF, RF) are geometric means across novel cell types.
(d) H populations; (s) M populations; (m) CF populations; (m), and RF (n) populations. Each point represents the mean

(6SEM) of replicate measurements.(n) RF populations.
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TABLE 2

Analysis of variance for fitness of H and M populations in the unselected novel host

Source of variation SS d.f. MS F P

Treatment environment 5.2715 1 5.2715 4.8988 0.0321
Competition environment 2.0069 1 2.0069 1.8650 0.1790
Interaction 139.5019 1 139.5019 129.6382 ,0.0001
Error 47.3478 44 1.0761
Total 194.1281 47

populations (one-way ANOVA: F3,8 5 0.9895, P 5 0.4453). and MDCK-adapted strains became worse competitors
on HeLa. Whereas these results support the generalSimilarly, CF and RF populations competed as well on

MDCK as viruses in the M group (Tukey’s HSD test: notion that fitness trade-offs across habitats drive species
to specialize (Levins 1968), this result does not demon-P 5 0.6981), but H populations were distinctly different

(P , 0.0001). We concluded that simultaneous evolu- strate a cost of host radiation, but rather it involves the
specificity of viral adaptation to a particular host niche.tion on HeLa and MDCK did not constrain viral adapta-

tion to novel hosts. Third, simultaneous adaptation of viruses to two novel
hosts did not limit their ability to compete on each host
separately. In contrast, viruses evolved in fluctuating

DISCUSSION habitats performed as well as those evolved in simple
novel environments. This was true whether environmen-Does the radiation of parasites into novel host envi-
tal fluctuations in host availability occurred in a randomronments affect their ability to compete on the original
or correlated (predictable) fashion. Furthermore, previ-host? Do environments that fluctuate in the availability
ous experiments in eastern equine encephalitis virusof novel hosts limit adaptation? We examined the conse-
(Weaver et al. 1999) and VSV (Novella et al. 1999) alsoquences of host radiation using VSV and mammalian
show that alternating host cycles do not limit adaptation.host cells as a model system and these studies provide
Taken together, these findings contradict the idea thatthree pertinent results.
weaker response to selection, or an increased muta-First, viruses that evolve on a novel host experience
tional load, reduces the fitness of generalists below thatsubstantial improvements in fitness, but show reduced
of specialists (Kawecki 1994, 1998; Whitlock 1996).competitive ability in the original host. For viruses

We observed that fluctuating environments con-evolved on HeLa cells the fitness cost matched predic-
strained the ability of viruses to compete on their origi-tions; fitness of these populations on the original host
nal host. Whereas MDCK-evolved viruses maintainedwas reduced below that of their ancestor. Evidently,
strong competitive ability on the ancestral host, virusestraits that promote viral growth in cancerous epithelial
evolved in fluctuating MDCK-HeLa environments didcells (HeLa) oppose infection in fibroblast cells of con-
not receive this benefit. Rather, fitness on the originalnective tissue (BHK). For viruses evolved on MDCK cells
host was reduced to that of viruses evolved on HeLathe cost was less straightforward. These viruses retained
alone, demonstrating that one of the two novel habitatsstrong competitive ability on the original host, but this
determined competitive performance. For this reason,negatively correlated with their performance on the
genetic changes involving adaptation to MDCK mustevolved host. That is, the more fit evolved viruses were
differ from those conferring an advantage in fluctuatingon MDCK, the worse they competed on BHK.
environments.Second, adaptation of VSV to one novel host does not

Selection for host expansion in VSV: VSV infectscorrelate with improved performance on an unselected
mammals and insects and can be transmitted by arthro-novel host. When viruses radiate into novel host environ-
pod vectors (Wagner 1991). Thus, exposure to novelments, the possibility exists that generally beneficial
and/or fluctuating host environments is likely to betraits will fix in the population. For example, more rapid
important in VSV’s evolution. This suggests that general-processing of RNA polymerase, increased RNA polymer-
ist variants of VSV capable of infecting more than onease affinity for the substrate, or an increased encapsida-
host type are selectively favored at least for transitionstion efficiency will assist in replication in all hosts. In
from old host to new hosts. Assuming that beneficialcontrast, other traits, such as changes affecting mem-
effects of host radiation in VSV compensate for anybrane receptors, cellular cytoskeleton protein compo-
associated costs, then an adaptive mechanism shouldnents, ribosomes, or Golgi membranes might only allow
facilitate VSV’s ability to jump between hosts. Perhapsadaptation to a specific host. Our results suggest that
host switches are simplified because VSV is an RNA viruscell-specific mutations tend to spread in viral popula-

tions. HeLa-adapted viruses became less fit on MDCK, that inherently mutates at very high rates (Drake and
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1983 Properties of DI particle resistant mutants of vesicularHolland 1999); this may explain why the vast majority
stomatitis virus isolated from persistent infections and from undi-

of arboviruses that alternate between hosts have RNA luted passages. Cell 33: 801–810.
Kawecki, T. J., 1994 Accumulation of deleterious mutations andgenomes. In addition, one of the major limitations re-

the evolutionary cost of being a generalist. Am. Nat. 144: 833–838.garding host range is the existence of appropriate recep-
Kawecki, T. J., 1998 Red queen meets Santa Rosalia: arms races and

tors, and niche expansion may be easier for VSV because the evolution of host specialization in organisms with parasitic
lifestyles. Am. Nat. 152: 635–651.it seems to exploit a receptor (phosphatidylserine) com-
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